Introduction
============

DNA methylation provides a stable mechanism of epigenetic regulation of gene expression that is prevalent in all vertebrates.[@R1]^,^[@R2] DNA methylation has a crucial role in gene silencing, tissue differentiation, genomic imprinting, X chromosome inactivation, phenotypic plasticity, and disease susceptibility.[@R3]^--^[@R7] In addition, aberrant DNA methylation is a associated with several human diseases and has a well-established role in tumorigenesis.[@R8]

Zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) is a vertebrate model organism that is used for investigating organogenesis, embryogenesis, and for modeling several human diseases such as cancer, including tumors induced by environmental carcinogens.[@R9]^--^[@R16] Comparative gene homology studies and genome-scale epigenetic profiling in zebrafish reveal that the DNA methylation landscape of the zebrafish genome closely approximates mammalian genomes (e.g., human and mice).[@R17]^,^[@R18] Therefore, zebrafish represent an attractive model for investigating vertebrate-specific DNA methylation and the evolution of methylation signatures in vertebrates. Moreover, since zebrafish do not require either imprinting of genes or sex chromosomes for viability, as is the case in mammals, they provide a simplified system for exploring the roles of DNA methylation in vertebrate development.[@R18] Further, as a result of their fast generation time, their numerous progeny and the ease with which they can be observed during early development, zebrafish promise to be an excellent model for studying trans-generational epigenetic inheritance and reprogramming.

Recently, whole genome bisulfite sequencing of zebrafish has been reported.[@R19]^,^[@R20] These studies have described the distribution of DNA methylation, especially in gametes and during early development. The other methylation studies on zebrafish have used methylated DNA immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) on promoter arrays or sequencing,[@R21]^--^[@R24] and a major limitation of this antibody-based method is that it does not allow investigation of CpG sites at base-pair resolution. Further, the enrichment of the genome depends on the CpG density; therefore, MeDIP preferentially isolates methylated CpG-rich regions, potentially failing to detect methylation at the CpG-poor regions of the genome.[@R25] Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) is an effective alternative approach to whole genome methylation sequencing that generates multiple base-pair resolution methylomes at a reduced cost.[@R26]^--^[@R29] However, the RRBS technique has been primarily used for human and mouse genomes, and its effectiveness has not yet been demonstrated in zebrafish. Here, we evaluate the technique of RRBS in DNA from zebrafish brain. Brain is probably the most complex vertebrate organ, and epigenetic events have roles in memory formation and learning,[@R30]^,^[@R31] brain development,[@R32] early life stress,[@R30] neurodegeneration,[@R33] neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders,[@R34]^,^[@R35] and establishment of neuronal identity.[@R36]

To our knowledge, this study provides the first single-nucleotide resolution DNA methylation map of the zebrafish brain. We compare previously described RRBS methylome for human, mouse and rat with zebrafish RRBS wherever applicable to highlight the technical and biological differences, such as DNA sequence alignment, CpG density and enrichment, CpG island features and overall methylation profile. As an additional control, we performed RRBS analysis on zebrafish liver to corroborate the findings from zebrafish brain RRBS. Furthermore, we provide an overview of the distribution of methylation and mapped CpG dinucleotides in the zebrafish brain as captured by the reduced representation method.

Results
=======

The zebrafish reduced representation (RR) genome
------------------------------------------------

In silico digestion of the zebrafish genome (Zv9) with MspI enzyme resulted in 1,265,636 fragments with a total length of 1,407,827,316 bp. We first performed a simulation of the distribution of MspI fragments: by taking a 200 bp rectangular window and a 20 bp gradient, the proportion of MspI fragments contained in each bin was determined ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The simulation showed that the reduced representation (RR) genome of 40--220 bp contained 20.9% of the total MspI fragments. Selection of fragments shorter than 40 bp included an additional 12.5% fragments. However, we selected 40--220 bp fragments to generate the RRBS library for two reasons. First, very short fragments are likely to map to multiple locations in the genome. Second, selection of 40--220 bp fragments provided the opportunity for a frame-by-frame comparison of zebrafish RRBS with previously published human and mouse RRBS data on the same size selection.[@R37]

![**Figure 1.** Distribution of MspI digested fragments in zebrafish genome. The red bar represents the size selection performed for the current study, i.e., 40--220 bp.](epi-8-979-g1){#F1}

CpG enrichment in the zebrafish RR genome
-----------------------------------------

For zebrafish, the total size of the in silico RR genome was 31 Mb comprising 264,598 MspI fragments of 40--220 bp lengths. It contained 1.43 million CpG sites representing 5.3% of the genomic total, indicating a 2.4-fold enrichment of CpG sites in the RR genome ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). By comparison, the human RR genome has a size of 74 Mb consisting of 647,626 MspI fragments. The human RR genome is more than double the size of the zebrafish RR genome, and both are proportional to the size of the whole genome of these organisms. However, the human RR genome, which represents 2.3% of the whole genome, contained 4.1 million CpG sites (13.5% of the genomic total), corresponding to a 5.7-fold enrichment of CpG sites. In mice, the RR genome represents 1.4% of the genome and contains 7.0% of the CpG sites in the genome, corresponding to a 5-fold enrichment. These comparisons demonstrate that CpG dinucleotides are more enriched in the human and mice MspI-generated RR genome of 40--220 bp than that of zebrafish.

###### **Table 1.** Comparison of human and zebrafish RR genome\*

  Genome                               Human        Mouse^‡^   Zebrafish
  ------------------------------------ ------------ ---------- ------------
  Size of genome (Gb)                  3.2          2.8        1.41^§^
  Size of RR genome (Mb)               74           38         31
  Percent of whole genome              2.3          1.4        2.2
  GC content of whole genome (%)       40.9         41.7       36.5
  Number of fragments (RR genome)      647626       333104     264598
  Number of CpG sites (RR genome)      4068947^†^   1506712    1430390^†^
  Percent of total genomic CpG sites   13.5         7.0        5.3

In the size range of 40--220 bp. ^†^in silico calculation of the total RR genome. ^‡^RRBS data based on 100 bp reads, from Smith et al.[@R65] ^§^Based on the latest Zv9 build.[@R45]

RRBS and alignment
------------------

We obtained an average of 1.2 Gb of sequence from each of the four zebrafish RRBS libraries. For each sample, 24.5 million sequenced reads of 49 bp in length were supplied. For all four samples, more than 70% of the reads mapped to the reference genome of Zv9 ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). However, the percentage of reads that mapped to multiple locations of the genome was higher (range: 43.6% to 45.5%) than the percentage of the reads that uniquely mapped (range: 27% to 32.7%). The percentage of multiple mapping in zebrafish was 5-fold higher than in our previous Bismark alignment of the human RRBS library, where only 7.7% of the reads (75 bp length) showed multiple mapping against the whole human genome (GRCh37 build).[@R37]

###### **Table 2.** Details of output and mapping of zebrafish RRBS libraries

  Sample ID                    Male1   Male2   Female1   Female2   ZF liver
  ---------------------------- ------- ------- --------- --------- ----------
  Number of reads (millions)   24.48   24.49   24.49     24.49     9.0
  Mapping (%)                  78.2    76.2    71.0      74.5      71.9
  Unique mapping (%)           32.7    32.4    27.0      30.9      40.4
  Multiple mapping (%)         45.5    43.8    44.0      43.6      31.5
  CpG methylation (%)          75.0    71.5    69.6      70.0      68.8
  Non-CpG methylation\*        1.7     2.9     1.8       2.2       3.7

As indicated by Bismark, this percentage is the sum of two factors: the actual non-CpG methylation in the genome + possible incomplete bisulfite conversion. However, methylKit analysis showed consistent bisulfite conversion (99%) for all the samples. Male1--2, Female1--2 are from zebrafish brain.

High coverage CpG dinucleotides (CpG~10~)
-----------------------------------------

After alignment, we filtered the CpG dinucleotides based on coverage. Only CpG sites covered by 10 or more reads (CpG~10~) were retained for further analysis. For four of our samples, 429,088, 404,563, 303,757 and 405,903 CpG~10~ were obtained, with a mean coverage ranging from to 55 to 77 ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The distribution of sequenced read coverage of CpG~10~ in the Male1 sample is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} as an example (see also [Fig. S3--S5](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for coverage histograms of other samples). The distribution demonstrates that although the filtered CpGs received high mean coverage, the libraries did not suffer from bias due to excessive amplification of a subset of fragments, should a spurious amplification of fragments exist, an extra peak would be visible on the right hand side of the histogram.

###### **Table 3.** Number and coverage of CpG~10~ in zebrafish RRBS methylome after alignment\*

  Sample ID                           Male 1     Male 2     Female 1   Female 2   ZF liver
  ----------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  Number of CpG~10~                   429088     404563     303757     405903     219947
  Total number of sequenced CpG~10~   23703767   23743842   23468138   23035408   4708868
  Mean coverage of CpG~10~            55.10      58.69      77.25      56.75      21.4

CpG~10~ refers to the dinucleotide, which are covered by at least 10 reads after sequencing and alignment.

![**Figure 2.** CpG site coverage histogram of the zebrafish Male1 RRBS library. The x-axis shows log 10 values corresponding to the number of reads per CpG. The numbers on the bars denote the percentage of CpG sites contained in the respective bins. Log10[@R10] = 1, Log10[@R31] = 1.5, Log10^100^ = 2, Log10^177^ = 2.25, Log10^317^ = 2.5, Log10^10000^ = 4](epi-8-979-g2){#F2}

Global CpG methylation profile of the zebrafish RR genome
---------------------------------------------------------

The global CpG methylation ranged from 69.6--75.0% ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) in male and female zebrafish RRBS libraries. The distribution of methylation at each CpG site revealed heavy methylation (\> 95% methylation) of 40.7 to 42.8% of CpG~10~ ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, 10.9% to 12.2% of CpG~10~ were completely unmethylated bases (\< 5% methylation). Between 15.8% and 16.6% of the CpG~10~ showed intermediate methylation (\> 20% and \< 80%) ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; [Fig. S6--S8](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![**Figure 3.** CpG methylation distribution in zebrafish brain. The X-axis shows percent methylation for each CpG. The numbers on the bars denote the percentage of CpGs contained in the respective bins.](epi-8-979-g3){#F3}

In mammalian genomes, the RRBS protocol has been shown to enrich for CG rich regions (CpG islands)[@R26] and, as CpG islands remain largely unmethylated in mammalian genomes, the percent methylation of CpGs in RRBS libraries is expected to be lower than the average methylation of the genome. For example, RRBS on rat dorsal root ganglia (analyzed CpG sites = 2.8 million) showed more than half of the CpG sites captured by RRBS were hypomethylated (0--10% methylation) and a fifth of the sites demonstrated hypermethylation (90--100% methylation).[@R38] However, for zebrafish brain RRBS, the trend was opposite, i.e., \> 50% of the CpG~10~ were hypermethylated (\> 90% methylation) and less than 15% of the CpG sites were hypomethylated (0% -10% methylation). Meissner and colleagues performed RRBS for the first time in mouse embryonic stem cells (analyzed CpG sites = 543,678 with coverage of ≥ 10) and reported a similar methylation pattern to rat RRBS, i.e., \> 40% analyzed CpG sites showed hypomethylation.[@R26] In the same study, the median percentage CpG methylation for mice brain was shown to be 10 (analyzed CpG sites = 906,010 with a median coverage of 14). As a result of much higher prevalence of hypermethylated CpG~10~, zebrafish brain RRBS showed higher median methylation ranging from 92.4 to 93.3 ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

###### **Table 4.** Per quartile methylation distribution of CpG~10~ in zebrafish RRBS samples

  Sample     Minimum   1st Quartile   Median   Mean   3rd Quartile   Maximum
  ---------- --------- -------------- -------- ------ -------------- ---------
  Male1      0.0       65.9           93.2     75.0   97.8           100.0
  Male2      0.0       59.1           93.3     74.0   98.1           100.0
  Female1    0.0       50.0           92.4     71.4   97.8           100.0
  Female2    0.0       56.3           92.7     73.1   97.9           100.0
  ZF liver   0.0       27.3           90.9     68.7   100.0          100.0

Although RRBS and whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) methylation are not directly comparable (as RRBS covers 5--15% of the CpG sites in the genome enriching for CpG rich regions, whereas WGBS includes 80--100% of the CpG sites including those in repetitive elements), we extracted WGBS data for human and mouse brain and compared their CpG methylation with that from zebrafish RRBS. The results suggested that the proportion of methylated (80--100% methylation) CpG sites is higher in zebrafish RRBS brain methylome compared with the WGBS methylome of human and mice. Further, the percentage of unmethylated (0--20% methylation) bases was higher in zebrafish RRBS samples as well, reflecting the relative enrichment of RRBS for CpG features compared with WGBS ([Table S1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To test whether the striking difference in global CpG methylation in zebrafish RRBS compared with the other mammalian genomes is due to the tissue under investigation (i.e., brain) we performed RRBS of adult zebrafish liver. The global CpG methylation for liver was 68.8% and the median methylation of the CpG~10~ was 90.9 (number of CpG~10~ = 219947 with a mean coverage of 21.4) similar to that observed for zebrafish brain samples ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The distribution of methylation at each CpG site revealed that 63.4% of the CpG~10~ in zebrafish liver have a methylation percentage ranging from 80--100%; whereas, for 23.8% of the CpG~10,~ the methylation percentage ranged from 0--20% ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), with 12.8% CpG~10~ showing intermediate methylation. Overall, the comparison of the CpG~10~ methylation distribution between brain and liver ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}) indicates the zebrafish methylome, as captured by RRBS, is different than the mammalian genome. In fact, our results are concordant with recent WGBS studies on zebrafish sperm, oocytes, mid-blastula embryo, and muscle ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). In all these tissues, WGBS analysis showed a high proportion of methylated CpGs (80--100%) compared with unmethylated (0--20%).[@R19]^,^[@R20]

![**Figure 4.** CpG methylation distribution in zebrafish liver. The X-axis shows percent methylation for each CpG site. The numbers on the bars denote the percentage of CpGs contained in the respective bins.](epi-8-979-g4){#F4}

###### **Table 5.** Percentage distribution of methylated and unmethylated CpG zebrafish RRBS samples and comparison with zebrafish WGBS\*

  Sample             Unmethylated (0--20% methylation) CpG   Intermediate methylation (20.1--79.9%)   Methylated (80--100% methylation)
  ------------------ --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
  Male1 (RRBS)       15.5                                    15.6                                     68.9
  Male2 (RRBS)       16.4                                    16.9                                     66.7
  Female1 (RRBS)     19.1                                    14.5                                     66.4
  Female2 (RRBS)     17.0                                    18.6                                     64.4
  Liver (RRBS)       23.8                                    12.8                                     63.4
  Sperm (WGBS)       5.0                                     1.2                                      93.8
  Egg (WGBS)         6.3                                     29.7                                     64.0
  Muscle (WGBS)      4.1                                     26.7                                     69.2
  Sphere^†^ (WGBS)   5.7                                     0.80                                     93.5

The methylation percentages for zebrafish brain (Male1--2 and Female 1--2) and liver RRBS samples were calculated on CpG~10~ as part of the current study. Percentages for zebrafish sperm, egg, muscle and sphere were derived from recently published whole genome bisulfite sequencing.[@R20] ^†^Four hour post-fertilization.

Non-CpG methylation in the zebrafish genome
-------------------------------------------

For all samples, both Bismark and methylKit results suggested successful bisulfite conversion of the genome. We found that the percentage of non-CpG methylation was low in adult zebrafish brain, ranging from 1.7% to 2.9% ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Previously, heavy non-CpG methylation in zebrafish was reported[@R39]; however, other bisulfite sequencing experiments have demonstrated very low levels of non-CpG methylation.[@R22]^,^[@R40]^,^[@R41] RRBS studies on rat brain suggested less than 1% non-CpG methylation.[@R38] On the contrary, whole genome methylation analysis of mice brain suggested 35% of DNA methylation could occur in a non-CpG context[@R42] (CHH and CHG). Our results, however, show that non-CpG methylation in adult zebrafish brain is minimal. Further analysis in zebrafish liver revealed 3.7% non-CpG methylation, supporting the idea that globally non-CpG methylation in zebrafish genome is negligible and are concordant with recent WGBS studies on zebrafish.[@R19]^,^[@R20]

Reproducibility of zebrafish RRBS methylomes
--------------------------------------------

One reason for performing RRBS experiments with four pools of DNA (each containing six individuals) was to minimize the effects of biological variability. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S5-S8](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show that the overall global methylation profile is similar between all the pooled samples. We constructed scatter plots of DNA methylation of CpG~10~ between four zebrafish RRBS methylomes ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We observed very high positive correlation between Male1 vs. Male2 (Pearson's correlation coefficient = 0.98), Female1 vs. Female2 (Pearson's correlation coefficient = 0.97), demonstrating minimal variation between the pooled samples. We also observed high positive correlation between male and female methylomes ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) suggesting that globally, sex specific differences in methylation are low in adult zebrafish. However, there might be several CpG site-specific methylation differences between the male and female brain samples. Detailed analysis of sex-specific differential methylation is beyond the scope of this study and will be the subject of future research. Taken together, our results illustrate that use of RRBS in zebrafish can produce reproducible reference methylomes.

![**Figure 5.** Scatter plot and correlation of CpG methylation between zebrafish RRBS methylomes. Scatter plots of percentage methylation values for each pair in four zebrafish libraries (Male1, Male2, Female1 and Female2). Numbers on the upper right corner denote pair-wise Pearson's correlation scores. The histograms on the diagonal are methylation distribution of CpG sites for each sample.](epi-8-979-g5){#F5}

Relationship of CpG~10~ with CpG features
-----------------------------------------

Since we found a high level of methylation of CpG~10~ in the zebrafish brain, we sought to determine whether the mapped CpG~10~ correspond to CpG islands. The list of CpG islands from the SeqMonk feature table was used for this analysis. Regions 2 kb either side of CpG islands were defined as CpG island shores, and regions a further 2 kb from the CpG shores were defined as CpG island shelves. This analysis revealed CpG~10~ are highly enriched in CpG islands shores (46.8% of the total CpG~10~), while only 9.25% of the total CpG~10~ are in the core CpG islands ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, 42.7% of CpG~10~ are distant from any CpG features, i.e., more than 4 kb distant from either side of a core CpG islands. The CpG~10~ were exported to the UCSC genome browser as a custom track and visualized in comparison with CpG island track of the browser for Zv9 assembly. The whole genome chromosome-wide view enabled genome-wide visualization of CpG~10~ and showed several regions where core CpG islands are absent but CpG~10~ were densely mapped.

###### **Table 6.** Distribution of CpG~10~ in CpG feature context\*

  Features               Number of CpG~10~ bases   Percentage of total CpG~10~
  ---------------------- ------------------------- -----------------------------
  Inside CpG island      39695                     9.25
  CpG island shore       200822                    46.8
  CpG island Shelf       4216                      0.98
  Outside CpG features   184289                    42.97

These data are generated from Male1 sample, other samples showed similar trend.

In contrast, a recent RRBS study on humans (MspI digested and size selection of 40--220 bp fragments) showed 47.5% and 19.5% of the investigated CpG dinucleotides were in core CpG island and CpG island shores respectively.[@R43] Our data indicate that the mapped CpG dinucleotides are more prevalent in CpG island shores of the zebrafish RR genome and less frequent in core CpG islands compared with the equivalent analysis in human.

Distribution of CpG~10~ in relation with genes
----------------------------------------------

We investigated the distribution of the CpG~10~ relative to the location of genes in the zebrafish genome (gene location information was taken from the SeqMonk feature table information). Interestingly, we found that 45% of CpG~10~ mapped to gene bodies ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and a much smaller percentage (7%) mapped to gene promoters (promoters were defined as regions up to --5 kb from the transcription start site (TSS) of the gene). These results contrasted with human RRBS data where 32% of the investigated CpG sites were in promoters.[@R43] Fifty one percent of the CpG sites were distant, i.e., further than 5 kb upstream of the gene. [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"} describes the detailed distribution of CpG~10~ in relation to TSS and gene bodies. Analysis of gene body-associated CpG~10~ revealed that 59% reside within introns and 41% within exons ([Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Figure 6.** Distribution of CpG~10~ in genome and in gene body. A. Shows the overall distribution of CpG~10~ of Male1 sample in the genome. B. Shows the distribution of gene body associated CpG~10~.](epi-8-979-g6){#F6}

###### **Table 7.** Distribution of CpG~10~ in relation to genes\*

  Features                 Number of CpG~10~ bases   Percentage of total aligned CpG~10~
  ------------------------ ------------------------- -------------------------------------
  Gene body                192026                    44.75
  TSS200 (0--200 bp)       5040                      1.17
  TSS500 (0--500 bp)       7327                      1.70
  TSS1000 (0--1000 bp)     10511                     2.44
  TSS5000 (0--5000 bp)     32531                     7.58
  TSS10000 (0--10000 bp)   54425                     12.92
  TSS \> 10000             182571                    43.37

The number indicated in each bin of TSS is not exclusive, rather additive, i.e., while calculating the number for TSS500, the numbers from TSS200 is also added to show the total number in that bin.

Discussion
==========

Zebrafish are an ideal animal model for studying developmental biology since their embryos are transparent, easily accessed from the 1-cell stage, and available in large numbers. Therefore, it is of interest to determine how global methylation patterns in zebrafish compare with those in humans. For this comparison, methylation analysis must be applied in the same detail to zebrafish as it is in humans. RRBS is a tractable method for generating base-pair resolution methylation profile to generate data that could inform biological processes in development and disease.

Here, we have evaluated RRBS in zebrafish and, to our knowledge, we have provided the first single-base resolution DNA methylation map for brain tissue in this organism. The zebrafish genome is almost half the size of the human genome, and considering the relative size of RR genome of both organisms (31 Mb vs. 74 Mb), the number of CpG sites covered in the zebrafish RR genome (40--220 bp) was proportional (1.43 million CpG sites compared with almost 4 million in humans). The overall frequency of CpG sites in the zebrafish genome is much higher than that in human and mice (1.77, 1.04 and 1.15 CpGs per 100 bp respectively). However, the fold enrichment of CpG sites obtained for the zebrafish RR genome was lower than human and mice (2.4-fold compared with 5.7-fold in humans and 5-fold in mice). Although the zebrafish genome has a higher density of CpG sites, CCGG (MspI site) motifs are not as prevalent as in humans. Therefore, in future studies it may be desirable to explore the use of other restriction enzymes that might cut more frequently at the CpG motif. Recently, a double digest of MspI with another methylation-insensitive enzyme was shown to improve the CpG coverage in RRBS experiments in human and mice.[@R43] A similar approach could be applied to the zebrafish genome for enhanced CpG coverage. For human and mice, as MspI already provides good coverage of core CpG islands, a non CG containing enzyme (ApeKI, recognition site G\^CWGC) was used in combination with MspI to improve coverage in CpG poor regions. However, to apply the double restriction digest method for zebrafish, consideration could be given to the use of another CG motif containing enzyme (for example TaqαI, recognition site T\^CGA or BssSI, recognition site C\^ACGAG) with MspI as it is likely to improve the coverage within the core CpG islands (we already showed that MspI provides higher coverage for CpG island shore and distant CpGs compared with the core CpG island).

The zebrafish genome is substantially polymorphic in nature and the quality of the reference genome is not optimal (Sanger Institute release notes for Zv9). In addition, the recently published zebrafish genome indicates that zebrafish repetitive DNA constitutes 52.2% of the genome, the highest repeat content so far recorded for a vertebrate. Increased levels of repetitive DNA almost certainly contribute to the observation of increased global methylation in zebrafish relative to human.[@R44]^,^[@R45] Further, repetitive sequences and the incomplete genome (the zebrafish genome sequence is 83% complete) provide an explanation for increased multiple mapping in zebrafish compared with human (almost 5-fold higher than in humans). We observed that increasing the sequenced read length to 100 bp improved the unique mapping efficiency to \> 50% in zebrafish (unpublished data).

The true reflection of CpG distribution in the RR genome should be obtained after alignment and filtering by coverage and not on the initial output from the sequencing, since for subsequent analysis and interpretation only high coverage CpGs will be included. We obtained 0.3 to 0.42 million CpG sites with high coverage in our libraries (CpG~10~). Considering the higher CpG density of the zebrafish genome, these numbers are low compared with the human RRBS data. Nevertheless, RRBS allowed us to generate a genome-wide nucleotide resolution methylation profile of 0.39 million high coverage CpG sites (on average) in the zebrafish samples. Increased read length or deeper sequencing would significantly increase the number of high coverage CpG sites.

Investigation of CpG~10~ distribution lead to the interesting observation of higher enrichment of CpG island shores in zebrafish compared with core CpG islands, unlike similar human RRBS libraries. There are multiple methods for defining CpG islands and, as noted by Saxanov et al., definitions of CpG islands are based on "ad hoc thresholds"[@R46]. For humans, Takai and Jones's method of predicting CpG island, which is widely used, states the minimum length of CpG island should be 500 bp,[@R47] whereas for example Gardiner and Frommer defined a minimum 200-bp stretch of CpG rich DNA.[@R48] Within the SeqMonk feature table (based on Ensembl annotation), the length of the shortest CpG island in zebrafish is 399 bp. Therefore, the definition of CpG islands affects the distribution of mapped CpGs within different CpG features, i.e., if CpG islands are defined as short regions, then more sequenced CpGs will fall outside the defined CpG islands. As the definition of CpG islands is arbitrary, we propose that inclusion of different CpG features (including shore and shelf) provides a more comprehensive approach for methylation profiling in enrichment-based methylation analysis (e.g., RRBS).

For decades, the methylation status of CpG islands received much attention from investigators. However, recent studies showed CpG island shores as crucial elements where DNA methylation status was highly variable between diseased and matched normal tissues. Furthermore, differential methylation of CpG island shores is often tissue specific, and the methylation status of shores correlates strongly with gene expression.[@R49]^,^[@R50] In this respect, our results on zebrafish RRBS are promising, as the CpG~10~ were enriched in CpG island shores which might facilitate further investigation of the functional role of DNA methylation status outside CpG islands, including the role of methylation in gene regulatory regions and long-range chromosome interactions.

Tissue-specific differences in methylation are frequently associated with specific sites in the genome, whereas global methylation profiles between tissues appear not to vary (e.g., in mammalian genomes most CpG islands largely remain unmethylated regardless of tissue type). The comparative analysis of methylation distribution in brain and liver samples demonstrated that the differences in global methylation patterns we observed between zebrafish and other mammalian RRBS were not due to the choice of tissue. Therefore, high levels of methylation present in the zebrafish brain likely reflect global methylation differences between teleosts and mammals.

Recent studies detailing WGBS analysis of methylation in oocyte, sperm, mid-blastula embryo and muscle in zebrafish have provided detailed information about global methylation of the zebrafish genome.[@R19]^,^[@R20] It is notable that the RRBS genomes generated here broadly reflect the global methylation profiles observed using the WGBS method, in that both indicate a much higher percentage methylation in zebrafish than in mammalian genomes. The similarity between RRBS and WGBS generated data indicates that the RRBS method provides a reliable snapshot of methylation in the zebrafish genome. The RRBS method can therefore be used as an economical substitute for WGBS where indicated.

Another feature of interest is the high proportion of mapped CpGs in the gene bodies compared with the promoter regions. The functional role of gene body methylation remains unclear. Recent studies showed sharp transitions in methylation status at exon-intron boundaries.[@R51] It has been suggested that site-specific occupancy of CTCF pauses RNA polymerase II activity, and that the interaction of CTCF and RNA polymerase II plays role in alternate splicing of genes.[@R52] It has also been suggested that specific histone modifications mark gene bodies of different classes of genes based on CpG density and methylation status.[@R53] Furthermore, it is possible that DNA methylation levels are generally higher in gene bodies than in non-genic regions[@R54]^,^[@R55] and that gene-body methylation facilitates transcriptional elongation by blocking non-specific or intragenic transcription.[@R56] However, a recent large-scale meta-analysis called in question the notion that gene body methylation is associated with transcriptional activity, and instead proposed that gene body methylation is determined by accessibility to DNA methyltransferases.[@R57] The high CpG coverage in gene bodies provided by zebrafish RRBS will allow future exploration of the function and consequences of gene body methylation.

It is likely that, similar to other species, variations in zebrafish methylation regulate tissue-specific gene expression. Modifications of chromatin proteins (such as histones) at enhancers were shown to be associated with tissue-specific cell differentiation in zebrafish.[@R58] However, little is known about the role of methylation at such enhancers. Further, DNA methylation can determine binding of chromatin architecture proteins such as CTCF, to give cell type-specific chromatin configurations that may instruct gene expression.[@R59] Zebrafish represent a powerful model for determining the in vivo function of non-coding DNA elements.

This study is limited by its use of a heterogeneous tissue type (brain) and by the poorer quality of the zebrafish genome compared with the human genome. Further, a known limitation of bisulfite sequencing based methods is that the protocol is unable to distinguish difference between 5-methylcytosine and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine. Recent studies indicated presence of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine in human and mouse brain[@R60]; however, determining the status of potential demethylating modifications such as 5-hydroxymethylcytosine in zebrafish is warranted. Our analysis demonstrates differences in the global methylation signatures and distributions of CpG sites between zebrafish and other mammalian genomes. The base-pair resolution reference methylome of zebrafish provides a resource for future studies to document the functional role of DNA methylation in this organism.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Ethics statement
----------------

Animal handling and manipulations were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the University of Otago Animal Ethics Committee under protocol 48--11.

Sample preparation
------------------

Adult zebrafish AB strains used for this study were maintained at the Otago Zebrafish Facility, Department of Pathology, University of Otago. Brains were dissected from 12 males and 12 females, and then each brain was halved through the sagittal plane. Six halved male brains were combined into a pooled sample referred to as Male1. Similarly, Male2, Female1 and Female2 were comprised of a pool of six halved brain. Livers (n = 10) were harvested by dissection from wild type male and female fish, and pooled. Genomic DNA was extracted from each sample using the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions.

RRBS library preparation and sequencing
---------------------------------------

Bisulfite-converted genomic DNA libraries were prepared according to the previously described methods.[@R37]^,^[@R61] Briefly, genomic DNA was digested overnight with MspI (New England Biolabs), followed by end-repair and addition of 3′ A overhangs. Methylated adaptors (Illumina) with a 3′ T overhang were ligated to the A tailed DNA fragments. For reduced representation, 40 to 220 bp (pre-adaptor-ligation size) fragments were excised from 3% Nusieve agarose gels (Lonza) and bisulfite-converted with EZ DNA methylation Gold kit (Zymo Research). Bisulfite converted libraries were amplified by PCR and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencer with a single-ended, 49 bp run (Beijing Genomics Institute). FASTQ sequence files were obtained containing sequenced reads for each sample ([Fig. S1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For zebrafish liver, 9 million single-ended, 100 bp reads were sequenced (New Zealand Genomics Limited).

Sequence quality check and alignment
------------------------------------

For sequenced reads obtained for each individual sample, quality checks of the reads, processing and alignments were performed according to our previously published pipeline.[@R37] The quality of the sequenced reads in all zebrafish libraries was high with a median Phred score of \> 30 till the end of last sequencing cycle (see representative FastQC quality plot in [Figure S2](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; FastQC software package is distributed from Babraham Institute). As a result, trimming of the 3′ end of the reads was not necessary for these libraries. However, for the zebrafish liver RRBS library, we hard-trimmed the sequenced reads from 100 bp to 65 bp as the Phred score values dropped significantly after 65 sequencing cycle. Adaptor sequences were removed from the reads using our *in-house* cleanadaptors program.[@R37] For the 49 bp sequenced reads, traces of adaptor sequences in the reads were minimal as confirmed by both cleanadaptors and FastQC (from Illumina sequenced reads FastQC searches for known Illumina adaptor sequences). The sequenced reads were aligned against the zebrafish reference genome Zv9 using the bisulfite alignment program Bismark v0.6.4.[@R62] The alignments were performed on a Mac Pro with 64 bit duo quad core Intel Xeon processors and with 22 Gb RAM running MacOS 10.6.

RRBS data analysis
------------------

From the zebrafish whole genome assembly (Zv9), an *in silico* reduced representation (RR) genome based on MspI cleavage sites (C\^CGG) and fragment sizes of 40--220 bp was generated by the mkrrgenome program.[@R37] Custom written UNIX and awk (an interpreted programming language) scripts and commands were used to describe the distribution of fragments in the genome. Methylation analysis was performed using the R package of methylKit.[@R63] Briefly, after alignment by Bismark, the SAM files containing uniquely aligned reads were numerically sorted and then processed in R studio (version 0.97.312) using the methylKit package. CpG sites covered by at least 10 sequenced reads (termed as CpG~10~) were retained to generate the reference methylome. Each sequenced and filtered CpG site was assigned a percentage methylation score. Coverage and correlation plots were generated by methylKit using sorted SAM file for the samples. Human and mouse brain whole genome bisulfite sequencing data for control samples were downloaded from MethylomeDB[@R64] and processed with UNIX and awk scripts (see [Table S1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To investigate CpG~10~ positions, in relation to the gene and CpG features, the SeqMonk feature table information for Zv9 was used. SeqMonk (freely distributed from Babraham Institute) provide .DAT files containing information on CpG islands and genes in zebrafish. These files were parsed by a purpose-written program (identgeneloc), which then identified proximal genes and CpG islands for the CpG~10~ sites. The resulting information was further processed with awk scripts to generate the distribution of CpG~10~ positions.
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